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Question:

How do different size openings/vents in a winterized be
colony effect the rate of air movement in the winterized
bee colony?
Why Do We Care:

• Airflow in the hive can cause drafts & cold spots that make it harder for the
bees to control the environment.
• Understanding how different gaps & vent holes effect the airflow will help us to
minimize accidently stressing the bees.
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Colony
- 1 opening

Single Sided Ventilation
- Single opening

Colony
- Upper & lower
opening
on same side

Single Sided VentilationUpper & lower opening

Colony
- Upper & lower
opening on opposite
sides

Cross Ventilation

• Typically, colonies have 1 of three types of Natural ventilation.
• Cross ventilation where the lower opening is on one side of the hive and the upper opening is on the other
• Single sided where there’s only an opening at the bottom of the hive
• Single sided – where there’s an upper and lower opening on the same side of the hive  We’re going to dive
deeper into this one
• Airflow in a colony is complex because there are many “things” that get in the way – bees, frames, etc..,
• to do a true analysis of air flow you need computational fluid dynamic tools – which is definitely beyond the scope of
our project..
• But –we are trying to see how changes in hive configuration (entrance size, number of boxes, etc.) effects airflow,
We can make the simplifying assumption that the cluster and frames stay the same and only the hive config
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changes

• Definition of stack effect from Wikipedia:
• the movement of air into and out of buildings,
chimneys, flue-gas stacks, or other containers, resulting
from air buoyancy. Buoyancy occurs due to a difference
in indoor-to-outdoor air density resulting from
temperature and moisture differences.

Air
out

• Stack effect happens in buildings as well as Langstroth style
bee hives.
height

• Hotter air is less dense (aka more buoyant) than cooler air, this
is the reason hot air rises.
• The hot air presses upward and creates a “heat pool” at
the top of the structure.
• This upward air movement creates negative air pressure
lower in the structure so cold air gets pulled in from the
outside from openings at the bottom.
• If there is a vent near the top, some of the hot air will
be pushed out and exit the structure shrinking the size
of the heat pool

Air
in

Single Sided VentilationUpper & lower opening

• There are many factors that effect the rate air moves through
the structure due to the stack effect including:
• The height of the structure
• Size of the intake & exit
• Temperature difference between the interior & exterior.
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•

As stated earlier, to do a fully analysis of the airflow in a
beehive taking frames, clusters, etc. into account is to complex
for our purposes – so we will make the following simplifying
assumptions:
• the frames & bees etc. are the same for each of our
case.
• Any holes are either at the top or the bottom of the
colony (aka there aren’t any in the middle of the
colony).

•

To estimate the rate of air flow in a winterized colony with the
above assumption, we need the following:
• Size of the entrance holes and any other holes near the
top and bottom in the structure.
• The distance between the top and bottom holes
• The temperature inside and out of the hive.

•

If we have this data, we can use the equations #5 & 6 at the
right to estimate the air flow rate due to stack effect.
Air out
Definition of the variables in the Vstack equation:
• Cd=0.40+0.0045|Tout−Tin|
• Tout = temp outside the hive (Kelvin)
• Tin = temp inside the hive (Kelvin)
• At = area of upper entrance (meter)
• Ab = area of lower entrance (meter)
Air in
• g = gravity (9.8m/s)
• h = distance between the upper and lower entrances (meters)
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•

Source: Single-sided Natural Ventilation: Design Analysis and
General Guidelines; Camille Allocca, The Cooper Union, 1999

Speed of air
through the hive
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We have a variety of hive body configurations in our study including:

19.25”

13.25”

2 mediums
- Lilly

26.5”

19.875”

2 deeps
– Merr1 & Merr2

3 mediums:
– Hive 1 & Hive2

25.8”

4 mediums
- Sask1, Sask2, Ital1
- Merrill3

2 deeps medium
– Hive3,Hive9
- Mint

• Most of the colonies have added shims or candy boards in late winter adding additional height
• Our colonies also have a variety of lower and upper entrance sizes:
Sask1/2, Ital1
Hive3/9
Mint
Merr1/Merr2
Merrill3

Lower entrance (width x height)
1/2 circle 1" x3/8"
Rectangle 5/8” x 3/8”
mouse guard with 3/8 holes
rectangle 2"x5/16"
rectangle 1" x 1/2"

Upper Entrance (width x height)
rectangle 1/4" x 3/8"
rectangle 1/2" x 3/8"
none
rectangle 1/2" x 1/2"
rectangle 1" x 1/2"

Hive1/2
Lilly

Rectangle7/8” x 3/4"
rectangle 3/4" x 3/8"
NHx Beekeepers
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rectangle 3/4"
1/2"
round 0.5" diameter
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Inside Average Temp = 35F
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Airflow Speed from bottom to top (cubic
feet/minute)

Airflow Speed from bottom to top (cubic
feet/minute)

Inside Average Temp = 60F
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Sask1/2,Ital1

Hive3/9

Merr1/2

Sask1/2,Ital1

Hive3/9

Merr1/2

Merrill3

Hive1/2

Lilly

Merrill3

Hive1/2

Lilly

30
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As the difference in temperature between the inside and outside of the hive decreases, so does the rate of airflow.
Since the speed of airflow depends on the difference between the inside & outside air temps, but as you can see even if the
Inside average temp is only 35F, there can be some pretty strong currents

Other than temperature difference, what factor has the most
influence on the airflow? Colony height? Lower entrance size?
Upper entrance size?
NOTE: The y-axis numbers are not absolute
use the information
NH –Beekeepers
Associationin the graphs to compare different
entrances, heights, etc.. NOT as absolute airspeed
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Airflow Speed from bottom to top (cubic feet/minute)

inside Temp = 60F
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The shorter the hive, the slower the air speed when the upper & lower entrances are equal size at 1” x 0.5”.
If the beekeeper colony has many hive bodies then they need to be more aware that their lower
entrance must be smaller to account for the air speed
NOTE: The y-axis numbers are not absolute
use the information
NH –Beekeepers
Associationin the graphs to compare different
entrances, heights, etc.. NOT as absolute airspeed
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Airflow - comparing different lower entrance sizes (Tin = 60F)
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7/8" x 3/4" (rect)
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Smallest area lower entrances have lowest airflow speed because air intake is restricted so air cannot be
pulled in from the outside as quickly.
Using width and height New Hampshire beekeeper may use these numbers for a change in how the beekeeper
makes choices on their entrance.
Melissa has observed the following on her colonies:

•

Bees can close an entrance down if it is 3/8” high. The bees will sacrifice themselves to reduce an
entrance. The airflow charts bring to light what her bees were actually telling her. The lower
entrance was driving to much air into the colony. The airflow balance was wrong so the bees
corrected it.

•

She would rather go with a wide and short entrance than narrow and tall. Her bees would prefer
to exit side by side than on top of each other.

NOTE: The y-axis numbers are not absolute NH
– use
the information
in the graphs to compare different
Beekeepers
Association
entrances, heights, etc.. NOT as absolute airspeed
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Airflow - comparing different Upper entrance sizes (Tin = 60F)
Airflow Speed from bottom to top (cubic ft/minute)
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Smallest area upper entrances have slowest airflow speed because air exit is restricted.
This is the warm air leaving the upper entrance as cold air comes in the bottom entrance.
How much warm air does the beekeeper want to remove? This must be a balance as our bees need
moisture, warmth and a natural habitat.
NOTE: The y-axis numbers are not absolute
use the information
NH –Beekeepers
Associationin the graphs to compare different
entrances, heights, etc.. NOT as absolute airspeed
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½” x ½”

½” x ½”

½” x ½”

2” Candy board

2” Candy board

no gap

Deep

Deep

Deep

Deep

Deep

Deep

1 x ½”

1 x ½”

NO Candy Board ( blue line)

1/16” gap due to
Hardware cloth

1 x ½”

with Candy Board – no gap (gray)

with Candy Board – gap due to Hardware cloth
(orange)

Airflow Speed from bottom to top
(cubic ft/minute)

Airflow - comparing different Upper entrance sizes (Tin = 60F)
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Adding 2” candy board doesn’t change the airflow too much (gray line vs blue) as long as there is NO gap between the
candy board & deep box. If there is a 1/16” gap – the airflow doubles.
NH Beekeepers Association
NOTE: The y-axis numbers are not absolute – use the information in the graphs to compare different entrances, heights, etc.. NOT as absolute airspeed
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Airflow Speed from top to bottom
(cubic feet/minute)
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Lower entrance area
(m^2)

Upper entrance area
(m^2)

Lower entrance
(width x height)

Upper Entrance
(width x height)

Sask1/2, Ital1 ( 4medium)

0.000380

0.000060

1/2 circle 1" x3/8“

rectangle 1/4" x 3/8"

Hive3/9 (2 deep + 1 medium)

0.000151

0.000121

rectangle 5/8“ x 3/8”

rectangle 1/2" x 3/8"

Merr1/Merr2 (2 deep)

0.000403

0.000161

rectangle 2"x5/16"

rectangle 1/2" x 1/2"

Merrill3 (4 medium)

0.000323

0.000323

rectangle 1" x 1/2"

rectangle 1" x 1/2"

Hive1/2 (3 medium)
Lilly (2 medium)

0.000423
0.000242

0.000181
0.000127

rectangle7/8” x 3/4"
rectangle 3/4" x 1/2"

rectangle 3/4" x 3/8"
round 0.5" diameter

•

The area of the smaller entrance has the most effect on the airflow in our hives.
example: the smallest upper entrance is in the Sask1, Sask2 & Ital1 hives and it has the smallest airflow

•

When the area of the smallest entrance is the close to same in 2 hives, then the height of the hive will dictate the airflow
example: area of Lilly’s upper entrance is 0.000127 m^2 which is only slightly bigger than Hive 3/9 upper entrance area,
Beekeepers
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but because Lilly is ~ ½ the height it has aNH
smaller
airflow.Association
NOTE: The y-axis numbers are not absolute – use the information in the graphs to compare different entrances, heights, etc.. NOT as absolute airspeed

1.

https://www.priceindustries.com/content/uploads/assets/literature/engineering-guides/natural-ventilationengineering-guide.pdf

2.

https://bigladdersoftware.com/epx/docs/8-3/engineering-reference/infiltration-ventilation.html

1.

Gives definition of “Cd”

3.

Online calculator: http://chuck-wright.com/calculators/stack_effect.html

4.

Single-sided Natural Ventilation: Design Analysis and General Guidelines; Camille Allocca, The Cooper Union,
1999

5.

General background:
1.

https://www.hendersonengineers.com/insight_article/stack-effect-why-it-was-so-difficult-to-stay-warm-this-winter/
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